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0. Introduction.

The family of transformations

(0.1)

Ttf(x)=v-1C°

—J--f(y)dy,

define a semi-group
itself. The salient

of bounded linear transformations
from C[— °°, + co ] to
feature of this semi-group
is that the function

J-»

t> 0

f + (x — y)2

u(t, x) = Ttf(x)
is harmonic in the half-plane
group is of the form

(0.2)

t>0.

The infinitesimal

QF(x) = t-IP.

generator

of this semi-

I
——ay,
J _„ y — x

the integral being taken in the sense of a Cauchy principal value. The precise
definition of this generator
is found in Theorem 3.3 as a byproduct
of the
present investigation (2).
In [2] the first of the present authors studied a class of semi-groups from
C[—a, a] to itself with 0<a<
°o , whose infinitesimal generator fla is obtained
from (0.2) by truncation:

r+a
(0.3)

SlaF(x) = Tr^P.

J_„

F'(y)
-—

y —x

ay;

the exact definition of this operator is found in Definition 1.1 of the present
paper. These semi-groups share with (0.1) the property of being positivity
preserving
and norm-not-increasing.
Among them there is a minimal semigroup 7~i(a)characterized
by the boundary
conditions:

(0.4)
Although

T\a)f(±a) = 0.
the present

paper in no way depends

fCC[-a,
on the consideration

+a}.
of
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(2) Hille [6] has investigated (0.1) as a semi-group from Lp{— », +«) to itself when p> 1
and found the infinitesimal generator. These semi-groups on C[— », -(- 00] and L(— », + «)
apparently
have not been investigated
previously.
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function spaces, it is now desirable to give the probabilistic background of our
semi-groups.
To (0.1) there corresponds probabilistically
the Cauchy process, a separable Markovian process with stationary transition probabilities,

(0.5)

P(t, x, S) = x-i f -—--dy
J s t2+

(x-

y)2

where S stands for a Borel set. It is easily seen that the path functions X(t)
of this process are discontinuous.
In fact, if S is an interval not containing x

then (0.5) implies that as At I 0,

(0.6)

(Ai)"1Pr {X(t + At) G S\ X(t) = x} = tt"1 f-^—■

J s (y - x)2

+ 0(1).

This relation determines the probability distribution
of the saltuses of X(t)
and characterizes
the Cauchy process.
In like manner the semi-group determined by (0.3)-(0.4) depends on an
integral transformation,
whose kernel(3) Pa(t, x, S) defines the transition
probabilities of a new stochastic process with path functions confined to the
interval (—a, a). One of the purposes of the present paper is to investigate
the connection between this process and the Cauchy process.
M. Kac [7] was the first to study the absorbing barrier process connected
with the Cauchy process: this is the process confined to (—a, a) whose path
functions coincide with those of a Cauchy process as long as |-X"(<)| <a, but
stop being defined from the first moment when |X(i)| =a. Kac showed how
to calculate the probability Fa(t, x) that the lifetime of this process will exceed t
when the starting point is x. For the Cauchy process itself 1 —Fa(t, x) is the
probability distribution of the first passage time from x into the set \s\ >a.
The investigation in [2 ] was inspired partly by Kac's result. The fact that
Kac was led to the operator (0.3) combined with the minimality
of the semigroup determined
by the boundary condition (0.4) suggests that Pa(t, x, S),
represents the transition probabilities of the absorbing barrier process. If this is
true one should have
(0.7)
Purely formally

Fa(t, x) = Pa(t, x, E),
this equation

can be written

E=(-a,a).

in the form

Fa = Til
where 1 is the unit function. Since fiB is the infinitesimal generator of 7/a),
this means that at least in some operational sense, Fa(t, X) is the solution of
the functional equation
(3) The Laplace transform

(1.6) of Pa{t, x, S) is described in §1.
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a

(0.8)

— Fa(t, x) -

QaFa(t, x) = 0(4)

dt

with the lateral

[July

conditions

(0.9)

Fa(t, ±a) = 0,

The Laplace transforms

Fa(0, x) = 1.

of these equations

are valid and are given at the end

of§l.
We now come to the contents of the present paper. If Pa(t, x, S) is indeed
the transition probability of the absorbing barrier process we can draw several
conclusions.
(a) Concerning first passage times. The quantity
Fa(t, x)—Fa(t+h,
x)
represents
the probability
in the Cauchy process of a path starting
at
xC(— a, a) to stay within (—a, a) for a time t and then with the time interval
(t, t + h) to leave (—a, a). The position at time t has, by assumption,
the
probability
distribution
Pa(t, x, S), and the probability
of a saltus leading
out of (—a, a) is governed by (0.6). Combining these results and letting
&—>0one is led to expect that(6)

d
- -

ra

r

Fa(t, x) = tt"1

dt

J-a

(0-

dz

Pa(t, x, dy)-J\z\>a(z

— y)2

ca
= 2a*--1 I

Pad, x, dy)(a2 - y2)"1.

" -a

The Laplace transform
Now this equation
For, it states

that

of the unbounded
of the semi-group
(0.11)

version of this equation is contained in (1.15).
is curious and contains an apparent contradiction.

—dFa(t, x)/dt

is the transform,

under

the semi-group

7V*,

function <p(y)=2ir~1(a2—y2)~1. From the general behavior
for bounded functions one should accordingly expect that
a
-Fa(t,

dt

x) -+ 2ir~1(a2 -

x2)-1,

t -► 0.

This, however, leads to immediate contradictions.
It has been proved in [3]
that actually (0.10) holds (at least in the Laplace transform sense) with
(*) Kac's fundamental equation (8.12) may be interpreted as the statement that Fa is a
"weak" solution of (0.8) in an appropriate Hilbert space. The uniqueness theorem proved by
Kac shows that his boundary conditions are essentially equivalent to (0.9). It in no way contradicts the existence of the other semi-groups and processes generated by ila. It was the study
of Kac's equation (8.12) that led to the analysis of n„ in [2].
(6) Equation (0.10) presupposes that with probability one the jump occurs from a point in
the interior of (—a, a) to a point z with |z|>a.
That this is so follows indirectly from the
validity of (0.10), but has been proved previously by McKean [9]. A similar statement is
true for all stable processes with index «gl. For a> 1 the equation corresponding to (0.10) contains an additional term which accounts for the possibility that z= ±a is the first point outside
(—a, a) actually to be reached.
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d
-Fa(t,x)-*0,
dt

(0.12)

<-»0,

and not (0.11).
This result shows that the extension

of the semi-group from bounded to
unbounded functions is by no means obvious. The corresponding
extension
of the resolvent and of £2„was studied in [3 ] and reveals surprising analytical
features. The definition of the extended operator corresponding to Q0 is found

in Definition 1.3.
(b) Relations between transition probabilities. The kernel Pa(t, x, S) defines, for each xG(—cx, a) and eachOO,
a measure on the Borel subsets of
(—a, a). We find it convenient
to extend Pa to a measure on (— °°, °°) by
stipulating that Pa(t, x, ■) ascribes measure 0 to Borel sets contained in the
complement of (—a, a).
For the Cauchy process, a passage from a point xd(—a,
a) at time t to
a set Sd(—a, a) can occur in two ways: either during the entire time interval
(0, /), the path is constrained
to (—a, a), or a first passage into the exterior
of (—a, a) occurs at some time s<t. Using the argument which led to (0.11),
we conclude that we should have

(0.13)

r'

P(t, x, S) = Pa(t, x, S) +

ra

ds I

J 0

r

P(t- s, z, s)

Pa(s, x,dy)\-—-

J -„

J \z\>a

V(Z -

dz

y)2

provided xG(—a, a) and SC(— °°, °°)•
By the same argument

a<b,

\x\ <a, and Sdi~

and under the same conditions,

we should have for

°°, °°),

Pb(t, x, S) = Pa(t, x, S)

(0.14)

r'

+

c

\

ds \

Jti

J-a

Pa(s,x,dy)

r
J a<\z\<b

Pb(t - s, z, s)

-±--—-dz.

ir(Z — y)1

We shall not attempt to derive equations (0.13) and (0.14) directly for the
absorbing barrier processes. Instead, we start from the kernel Pa, using the
fact that it describes a Markov process in (—a, a). In Theorems 3.1 and 2.1
we prove the relations corresponding
to (0.13) and (0.14) for the Laplace
transforms
of the densities of Pa, P, and Pt, and in Corollaries 3.1 and 2.1
we show that (0.13) and (0.14) actually hold for our kernels.
With these relations at hand, we can now check that the kernel Pa gives
indeed the transition
probabilities
for the absorbing barrier process of the
Cauchy process. For arbitrary x, denote by nx the integer such that (2nx — l)a
^x<(2nx+l)a,
and by Ix the interval
((2wx-l)a,
(2«*+l)a).
Then put

(0.15)

Pv„(t, x, S) = Pa(t, x - 2nxa, S - 2w*a).

Probabilistically,

Pp„ describes,

for fixed Ix, a replica of the Pa process re-
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stricted
process

to the interval
in Ix.

Ix. In the sequel,

Since P(t, x, S)=P(t,
holds, then
n

we shall refer

[July

to this as the Pa

x —2na, S —2na), it is easily seen that if (0.13)

P(t, x, S) = Pper(t, x, S)

(0.16)

r'

cK

+ I

ds I

Jo

C

P(t-

PVer(s, x, dy) I

j-«.

s,z,s)

—-——

jzC1*

dz,

x(2 ~~ y>

for xCIxA standard

iteration

(0.17)

procedure

applied

to (0.16) gives

P(t, x, S) = J2 PpUt,x, S) + r„(t,x, S),
k-0

where the terms in the sum are defined recursively
"Per\f,

X, O)

=

Pper\l,

by

X, j),

(0. 18)

Pper (t, x, S) = I

Jo

ds I

j-=0

Pptr(s, x, dy) f

J*ci*

—^-'-^—

T(z ~ y>

dz.

Now define,

(0.19)

P*per(t,
x,S) = J2 P'vl(t, x, S).
k=0

The series converges

since all the terms in (0.17) are positive

and P(t, x, S)

= 1.
We next show that P coincides with P* for almost all x. For each t, x,
and 5 the sequence {rn} is a decreasing, positive sequence. From Theorem
4.1, (7.1)—(7.4), and Theorem 7.1, it follows that if/is continuous in [ —a, a]
and periodic 2a, then for xCIx

P(t, x, dy)f(y) = I
-00

In particular

if/(y)ssl,

J

P*per(t,x, dy)f(y).
-00

we must have

rn(t, x, dy) = 0.
-00

Hence lim„^ rn(t, x,S)=0

and P(t, x, S) = Pp\,(t,x, S) for all xG(-

°°, °°),

except the odd multiples of +a.
Probabilistically,
P*„ gives the transition probabilities
of a Markov process consisting of an infinite succession of Pa processes, such that whenever
one terminates at y a new initial position z is chosen according to (0.6), and
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the process starts afresh in the interval 7*. It is clear that Pa gives the transition probabilities
for the absorbing
barrier process in (—a, a) for the P*er
process, and hence also for the Cauchy process in view of the preceding para-

graph.
(c) Return processes. In [2 ] there was constructed a whole family of semigroups generated by fi0, and each yields the transition
probabilities
of a
stochastic process. Among these, the simplest to describe are the return
processes^). They are formally and probabilistically
analogous to corresponding processes in diffusion theory. Now, in diffusion the path functions are
continuous,
and the infinitesimal
generator
is a differential operator.
It is
therefore a priori to be expected that all processes with the same local behavior should be governed by the same infinitesimal
generator.
No such
reasoning applies in the case of the Cauchy process. And in fact, we shall
show that in the latter case, there exist more general return processes than
those considered in [5 ]; and the infinitesimal generator does not necessarily
coincide with Qa.
The general return process considered here may be described as follows.
Consider a particle moving in the interval (—a, a) according to the transition
probabilities P(t, x, S) of the Cauchy process as long as the particle remains
within (—a, a). When it for the first time leaves the interval, it jumps to a
point 2 with \z\ >a. We now associate with each point \z\ >a a probability
t(z) (0 =Y(z) =T), that the particle is returned to a random point Yd(—a, a)
with a given probability
distribution
Pr { YdS} =p(z, S). The process then
continues as before from the point F to which it has been returned.
The special case where

(0.22)

(pi(S)

p(z,S)= f\pt(S)

for

z> a,

for

z < a

has been treated in [2].
The argument
which led to (0.13) now leads to an integral equation for
the transition
probabilities
^)3oof this return process. The Laplace transform
of this integral equation is (4.2). It is shown in §4 that to arbitrarily
prescribed p and t the integral equation has a solution which, in a certain sense,
is minimal. This solution determines
a semi-group from C[—a, a] to itself
and, accordingly,
a stochastic process. These are discussed in §5. An example
in §4 shows that our integral equation may have several probabilistically admissible solutions. Also, even when t(z) = 1 owe may have a norm-decreasing semi(6) All other processes can be obtained by a
in [5]. We have thus a one-one correspondence
processes constructed in [4]. The interpretation
probabilistic investigation of the behavior of
analogous to the elastic and reflecting barrier
problem.

passage to the limit analogous to that described
between the processes in [2] and the diffusion
given in [5] applies in both cases. However, a
the path functions of the processes formally
processes of diffusion theory remains an open
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group, with tya(t, x, E)<1(7). Equation (4.4) gives a sufficient condition for
this not to occur. It will be seen that the infinitesimal generators of our return
processes coincide with Q0 only if (0.22) holds.
(d) Connection with harmonic functions. Consider the semi-group (0.1)
applied only to continuous functions which are odd and periodic with period
2a. Obviously such a function/can
be prescribed arbitrarily in (0, a) and we
are dealing therefore in effect with a semi-group from C[0, a] to itself. Again
Ttf is harmonic, odd and periodic, and therefore admits of a Fourier sine
series. In fact if/~^™_i
an sin (nir/a)x is the formal Fourier series of/, then
(0.23)

Ttf = jt e-(nWa)' sin — x.
n-i

Here 7\/is

a function harmonic

a

in 0<x<a,

t >0, uniquely determined

by the

boundary conditions Ttf(0) = Ttf(a) =0.
Now these are the boundary conditions of the absorbing barrier process
on (0, a) and one might suspect that (0.23) represents the semi-group corresponding to the absorbing barrier process. This conjecture may appear
strengthened
by the fact that in the case of the homogeneous diffusion
(governed by the parabolic equation ut = uxx) the above construction
does
indeed lead to the absorbing barrier process, and that the latter admits of a
Fourier representation
of the form (0.23) (with the exponent replaced by
nVt/a2).
Actually (0.23) is a transition semi-group and determines a Markovian
process, but it is not the absorbing barrier process. Its infinitesimal generator is
of the form (7.28) with tan replaced by cot. It is not clear whether and how
the process is related to the Cauchy process.
More generally,

the class of functions

u harmonic in the semi-strip

<xiJS x ^ a2,

t >0, and subject to the classical boundary conditions

(0.24)

Piu(ai, t) + (-lYqt

d
— u(ait t) = 0
dx

defines a transition semi-group from C[ai, a>2]to itself, and therefore a Markovian process in [cti, a2], provided p<^0, a,-^0. The semi-group (0.23) corresponds to ai=a2=0.
The corresponding
cosine series,

(0.25)

"

Ttf = 2

n-0

rex

ane-^T^' cos — x
a

(') The probabilistic explanation of this curious phenomenon is as follows: The probability
distribution p(z, S) may make it probable that each jump out of the interval E will bring the
path closer to a boundary point ±a; if T„ are the time distances between successive jumps out
of E, then it may occur that the expectation of ^77, is finite, so that infinitely many jumps
out of E may occur in a finite time. When this occurs the path function of our return process is,
of course, no longer determined. This phenomenon is well-known in the theory of Markov processes in denumerable spaces and has been discussed by Doob [l ].
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where /~]Cn-o
0» cos (nir/a)x, represents
a transition
semi-group
from
C[0, a] to itself such that w(x, t) = Ttf(x) is a harmonic function satisfying
the boundary conditions (0.24) with pi=p2 = Q. The formal analogue for the
heat equation is the reflecting barrier solution; it satisfies the same boundary
conditions and has a representation
of the form (0.25) (with «7r/cz in the exponent replaced by n2ir2/a2). An alternative representation
for the semi-group
(0.25) is obtained by extending the definition of f(x) from (0, a) to all x in
such a way that / becomes even and periodic with period 2a. With this convention (0.1) is equivalent to (0.25). The semi-groups associated with the
other boundary conditions admit of representations
analogous to (0.25) and
(0.23) by means of trigonometric
series.
The boundary conditions (0.24) are not the most general ones assuring
positivity. For example, the boundary condition u(a, t)=u(—a,
t) for the
interval (—a, a) leads to the semi-group
(0.26)

"
i
rnr
nw )
Ttf(x) = 2_, e-<-nTla)t<an cos - x + bn sin— xV ,
n=o

(a

a

)

which is a transition semi-group.
It is not clear that any of these semi-groups should have a more intimate
connection with the Cauchy process. However, in §7, we show that both
(0.25) awd (0.26) caw be interpreted as return processes. The corresponding
return probabilities are r(z) = 1 and p(z, S) given by (7.1) and (7.23), respec-

tively.
1. Preliminaries.
In this section we collect some results to which we shall
refer frequently in the sequel.
Definition
1.1. If (i) FdC[—a,
+a] is absolutely continuous on (—a,
+a), (ii) [F'(x)]2(a2-x2)1'2dL(-a,
+a), and (iii) for some hdC[-a,
+a],

(1.1)

ra F'(t)

tt-'P.

■——dt = h(x)

J _a t — X

almost everywhere on [—a, +a],
tion from C[—a, +a] to itself.

Theorem

1.1. For each X>0, the equation

(1-2)
withfdC[—a,

then we define QaF = h as a linear transforma-

\Fa-QaFa=f
+a]

has a unique solution FadC[—a,

+a]

condition
(1.3)

Fa(-a)

= Fa(a)=0.

This solution is of the form

(1-4)

Fa(x) = f Ta(x,y; \)f(y)dy
J -a

under the boundary
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where Ta(x, y; X) ^0 area" is symmetric
tinuous derivative in (—a, +a).

[July

in x and y. The function

Fa has a con-

Proof. The proof of these statements
may be found in [2]. Note that
Fa(x) depends on X. We shall find it convenient to omit this dependence in
writing, however. The kernel ro(x, y; X) has the following connection with
the absorbing barrier transition probabilities described in the first part of the
Introduction.
We define

(1.5)

y.(x, S;\) = f Ta(x,y;V)dy
J 8

with S a Borel subset of [—a, +a]. Then if Pa(t, x, S) denotes, as before, the
transition probability for the absorbing barrier process, we have

e~uPa(t, x, S)dt.
/»

0 00

As we pointed out in the Introduction,
operating on certain unbounded functions.

as follows:
Definition

1.2. Let U[—a, +a]

it will be necessary to consider Ta
This class of functions is described

denote the Banach space of functions f of

the form
(1.7)

f(x) = <t>(x)(a2 - x2)-1

where <pCC[— a, +a] and ||/||t/ = ||<£||c
In [3, §3], we showed that the transformation/—»F„

defined by (1.4) is
a bounded linear transformation
from U[ —a, +a] to itself or to C[—a, +a].
lifC U[ —a, +a], then Fa as defined by (1.4) does not necessarily satisfy
(1.2). In [3, Theorem 4.1] we derived the functional equation analogous to
(1.2) which is satisfied in the more general situation.
These results are
summed up in the following:

Definition

1.3. We define
ra

(1.8)

(a2 - x2)ttaF(x)

= tt-'F.

F'(t)(a2-t2)
——--dt

J -a

ra

- x"1

t — X

,,
F(t)di

J -a

for those FCC[ —a, +a] which are absolutely continuous on any proper subinterval of (-a, +a) with [F'(x)]2(a2-x2)3'2CL(-a,
+a) and for which the
right-hand side of (1.8) is almost everywhere equal to an element of C[ —a, +a}.

We then have

Theorem

1.2. If Fa is defined by (1.4) with fCU[—a,

X>0, then Fa is the unique solution in C[— a, +a]
(1.9)

\Fa-QaFa

= f.

of

+a] for some
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Proof. See [3, Theorem 4.1].
We now go on to the Laplace
tion (a) of the Introduction.

Theorem

transform

version of the discussion

in sec-

1.3. The equation

(1.10)

\u - ttau = 0,

has exactly two linearly independent

X > 0,

solutions in C[—a, +a]

given by

±
-i C Ta(x, y;X)
{*(*) = t
-^—^dy

(1-11)

•I -a

a ± y

which satisfy

(1.12)

£(a)

= fa(-a)

= 0, £(-«)

= £(a) = 1.

Proof. See [3, Theorem 3.1].
7w the language of §(a) of the Introduction, %£ and £r are the Laplace transforms of the right and left escape probability densities, respectively.
We shall usually make use of £<^+£i~ = £a- Interpreted
according to (0.10),

Ux) = -

f

Jo

(1.13)

= 2a*
On the other hand,

if we integrate

e'X(— Fa(t, x)dl
dt

fgr„(x,y;X)
\ —2—rdy-

J -a

a2 — y2

by parts

e-*'7a(/, *)<*/= 1 - X I
n

ro(x, y; X)dy,

7_tt

using (0.7) and (0.9). We should thus have the relation
/a

Ca T (x y X)

I\,(x, y; X)<7y= 2air"1 I
-a

— dy.

7 _„

a2 — y2

Formula (1.15) is proved analytically
in [3, Theorem 3.1].
2. The identity between kernels. This section contains the Laplace transform version of (0.13) and (0.14) namely,

Theorem

2.1. If Ya and Tb are defined as in Theorem 1.1 with a<b,

Tjx, y;X) = Tb(x,y;\)

C

—x 1 I

J -a

when \x\ <a,

\y\ <a and

( r

ro(x, m;X)< I

rb(z,y;\)

-dz>

(7 a<\z\<b(z

— U)2

)
)

du

then
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(2.2)

Tb(x,y;\)

= r-1 f

Ta(x,u;\)\[

bZ'y'

J -a

(J

[July

dz\ du

a<\z\<b (Z — u)2

)

when \x\ <a, a< \y\ <b.
Proof. We can reduce (2.1) and (2.2) to a single relation by setting
r„(x, y; X) =0 for |x| >a, \y\ >a. We define Fa and Fb as in (1.4). To prove
(2.1) and (2.2), it is sufficient to prove that

(2.3)

Fa(x) = Fb(x) - Tr"1f

ro(x, u;\)\

J -a

f
\J

——— dz\ du
a<\z\<b(z ~ U)2

)

for each fCC[ —b, +b] and |x| <a.
Now, defining Q0 as in Definition

1.1, we have for each X>0 and xC(—a,

a),

ra
\Fb(x) - QbFb(x) = f(x) = \Fb(x) - tt-'P.

(2.4)

-.-.f

J a<\z\<b

the second equality
For convenience

Fi(t)

-dt
J_„ I — x

«»*
t — X

holding almost everywhere in [ —6, +b].
we introduce the notations,

(2.5)

77(«)=

—^Ja<\z\<b

dz

(Z-U)2

and
(2.6)

F*(x) = ir-1 j

ro(x, u; \)H(u)du.

J —a

Since HCU[—

a, +a]

(2.7)

(see Definition

\F*(x)

1.2), we have from Theorem

- QaF*(x) = H(x),

where fi0 is the operator of Definition 1.3.
We next show that (2.7) can be rewritten

\F*(x)

1.2

as

r" d/dtF*(t)

- tt"1?.-—dt

J -a

t — X

- F*(a)(a

- x)-1 - F*(-a)(a

+ x)-1 = H(x).

First we prove that

(2.9)
this assures

[a7c2xF*(x)]2(a2 - x2)1'2 G L(-a,
that

[F*(x)]'CL(—a,

4.2] accomplishes the proof of (2.8).

+a)

+a);

and an application

of [3, Theorem
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To prove (2.9), we note that, by the last statement

in Theorem

1.1, 77(x)

is of the form,
(2.10)

H(x) = Fb(-a)(a

where HidU[—a,

+a]

+ x)"1 + Fb(a)(a - x)"1 + Hi(x)

and HxdLp(—a,

+a)

+
(2.11)

F*(x)

= Fh(-a)ia(x)

for every p>L

Hence

r+a
+ Fb(a)Za(x) +

j

Va(x, y; \)Hx(y)dy.

J —a

Now %£ by Theorem

1.3 are in the domain

of fia and hence satisfy

condition

(2.9) (with F* replaced by ££). That the integral in (2.11) satisfies this condition follows easily from [3, (2.9), Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 3.1].
We have now proved (2.8). An integration
by parts in the integral

on the

right-hand'si&e of (2.8) gives

(2.12)

r" d/dtF*(t)
X7*(x) - ir^P. I-—dt
J -a

r
= a-1 |

t — X

Fb(z)
-— dz.

J a<\z\<b Z — X

Next put
(2.13)

<p(x) = Fb(x) - Fa(x) - F*(x).

It follows from the definition of Fb and Fa and (2.9) that

[(p'(x)]2(a2-x2)1'i

dL[ —a, +a] and that
(2.14)

X<p- Oa<p= 0.

Finally from [3, Corollary 3.1] we get
(2.15)

lim F*(±a)

= Fb( + a).

x-*±a

Since (1.3) holds, cp( + a)=0.
But we showed in [2] that the only solution
of (2.M) under these boundary conditions is cp(x)=0, which proves (2.3).

Corollary
b>a,

xd(—a,

Proof.

2.1. If Pa and Pb are defined as in §0, then (0.14) holds for
a) and S a Borel subset of (— °°, oo).

Denote

the difference

by Q(t, x, S). Let/be

between

the right

and left sides of (0.14)

an element of C[— °°, °° ] for which/(+a)

=f(±b) =0,

and form the function

Q(t,x, dy)f(y).
-00

We have shown in Theorem 2.1 that the Laplace transform of F with respect
to t is identically 0. Since for each xG(— a, a), the function F is continuous
for 2= 0, we conclude that F(t, x) =0 for xG(— a, a) and 2= 0. From this it
follows that Q(t, x, S)=0, except perhaps when S contains the points +a,
±b. However, since for any c>0, Pc(t, x, S) =0 if S is contained in the com-
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plement
also.

of (—c, c), it can be checked directly

that

[July

(0.14) holds in this case

3. The relation between the Cauchy process and the absorbing barrier
processes. Define
/% oo

(3.1)

r(x, y,\) = I

e-*'p(t, x, y)dt

J o

for X> 0 where

(3.2)

P(t,x,y)=--——

•

(x -

y)2 + t2

The main object of this section is to prove the following theorems:

Theorem 3.1. If Ta(x, y; X) is defined as in Theorem 1.1 and T(x, y; X)
as in (3.1), then for each a>0

(3.3)

r(x,y;X)

= ro(x,y;X) +x-M

C

Ta(x,u;\)l\-

J -a

when |x| <a,

W U|>o

T(z,y;\)
(Z — «)

)

dz} du
}

\y\ <a and

Ca
(3.4)

( C

T(x, y;X)=T"1

( C

r(z, y;X)

Ta(x,u;\)\\
■J -a

1
dz\ du

\J

\z\>a

(Z — U)2

)

when \x\ <a, \y\ >a.
This theorem expresses relation
Our second main theorem is:

Theorem

(0.13) in Laplace

transforms.

3.2. If
s* oo

(3.5)

F(x) = I T(x,y;\)f(y)dy
J

—00

for some X > 0 area" some fC C [ — °°, + °° ], then

(3.6)

F(x) = limF6(x)

where Fb is given in (1.4). 77se convergence is uniform

in any finite interval.

We first take up the
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Defining F(x) as in (3.5) it follows from [6] that
for fixed X, there exists a set of / dense in C[ — °°, + » ] for which

X°°——
F'(t)
dt = f(x)
-oo

almost

everywhere.

t — X

(This can also be shown easily by choosing f(x) of the
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form u(a,x), harmonic in a and xwith/"„
+ oo ], and we can rewrite (3.7) as

[u(a, x)]2dx < oo.) Now FdC[—

f

(3.8)

7(z)

\F(x) - QaF(x) = -r-1 I

--—-dz

oo,

+ f(x)

7 \*\>a (Z — X)2

for any a>0 and fl„ as in Definition 1.8.
The function

on the right of (3.8) is an element

of U[— a, +a].

Thus by

Theorem 1.2,

(3.9)7(z)=f

J-a

Ta(x,y;\)f(y)dy
+ T'1 f Ta(x,u;\)\f
J-a

\J

/^

\z\>a(z

— U)2

dz\ du
)

for every a>0, whenever/
belongs to our dense set for which (3.8) holds, and
|x| <a.
Each side of (3.9) defines a bounded linear transformation
from C[— oo,
+ oo ] to C[—a, +a], and thus the identity
holds for all/GC[—°°,
+ co ].

This in turn implies that (3.3) and (3.4) hold.

Corollary

3.1. 7/7" awd Pa are defined as in §0, then (0.13) holds.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary
To prove Theorem 3.2, we require a lemma:

2.1.

Lemma 3.1. 7/£0 is given by (1.15) then
(3.10)

lim£0(x) = 0
a—>«o

awd the convergence is uniform

in any finite interval.

Proof. By [2, formula (2.9) and Lemma 5.1], it follows that
/a

p a

Ta(x,y, \)dy + X J
-a

Ta(x, y; X)(a2 - y2yi2dy = (a2 - x2)"2.

J —a

Therefore

(3.12)

f

Ya(x, y; \)dy = X-^l - {„(*)] = (a2 - x2)"2(l + aX)-1.

J —a

It was shown in [2 ] that

(3.13)

0 = Ux) = 1.

Combining (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain
(3.14)

1 2: 1 - Ux)

which proves the lemma.
We now proceed to:

^ X(a2 - x2)1'2(l + aX)-1,
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Proof of Theorem

(3.15)

[July

3.2. We proved in [2, Theorem 4.2], that

X| Fb(x)\ £

max

\f(x)\.

Therefore by (2.3) and (1.15), it follows that for 6>a and |x| <a,

(3.16)

\Fb(x) -Fa(x)\

£\-l\\f\\U*)-

Thus by Lemma 3.1 the sequence {Fb(x)} converges uniformly in any finite
interval to a limit function <£(x). We have now only to show that* coincides
with the function F defined by (3.5). Since the convergence of Fb to 4> is

bounded, we conclude from (2.3) that (3.9) holds with F replaced by <£.
Hence

F—$ = '$' is a bounded

(3.17)

solution

of

*(x) = x-i f Va(x,u; X){ f
J-a

for each a>0.

7-^7

I J Ui>o (2 -

dz\ du,
U)2

)

But this implies that

I *(x) I S MUx) for I x I < a,
and by Lemma 3.1 we must have ^f(x)=0. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
As a by-product
of the investigations
of this section, we determine the
infinitesimal
generator of the semi-group
{ Tt} from C[— =°, + °o ] to itself

defined by (0.1).
Definition 3.1. IFe define Q,F= G if and only if (i) FCC[— <*>,+ 00] and
Fis absolutely continuous over any finite interval; (ii) F' is square integrable over

any finite interval (iii) GCC[— °°, + °° ] and

(3.18)

G(x) =

lim

r» F'(t)
rr^P. I —— dt

a—♦—00 ,/S—*oo

J

a

t

—

X

almost everywhere.
Theorem
3.3. The operator fl defined in Definition 3.1 is the infinitesimal
generator of the semi-group {Tt} from C[— °°, + <*>
] to itself defined by (0.1).

Proof. The transformation
f—*F defined by (3.5) is the resolvent of this
semi-group. To prove our theorem we need only show that (3.5) holds if and

only if \F—QF=f,
is defined

where fCC[— °°, + °° ] and X>0. First, suppose that F

by (3.5). Then

from Theorem

3.1 we have

Thus, F(x) is of the form (1.4) with/G<7[-a,

(3.9) for every a>0.

+a] (the/in

(1.4) is here to

be replaced by /+ir-1/|a|>0F(z)(z
—x)-2<22 in the notation of this theorem);
by Theorem 1.2, it follows that F also satisfies (3.8) and conditions (i) and
(ii) of Definition 3.1. Since F is absolutely continuous over any finite interval, it follows from

[3, Theorem

4.2] that

we may rewrite

(3.8) as
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\F(x)

- w^P.

I
J -a

0-19)

--dt

+ 7r-1[7(a)(a

- x)"1 + F(-a)(a

+ x)'1]

t —X

= fix) + T-1\

J^-dz,

J \z\>a (Z -

almost everywhere.

An integration

and (a, 8) gives \F-SlF=f.
Conversely if FGdomain

X)2

by parts on the right of (3.19) over (a, —a)

fl, then define/=XF—fiF.

Clearly FGdomain

Qa for each a>0, and we may retrace our steps to obtain (3.19), (3.8) and
finally (3.9). Since 7"satisfies (3.9) for every a>0, it must coincide with (3.5),
since we proved in the proof of Theorem 3.2 that (3.17) has no bounded solutions.

4. The integral equation of return processes. We now turn to the processes described in §(c) of the Introduction.
We thus consider a fixed finite
interval (—a, a) with return probabilities
r(z)p(z, S) defined for |z| >a.
Here for fixed z (where \z\ >a) the function p(z, S) is a probability measure
on the Borel sets of the open interval (—a, a). For fixed S it is B or el-measurable
in z. Finally t(z) is a B or el-measurable function, 0 =r(z) :£1. We complete the
definition of p by putting p(z, {a})=p(z,
{— a})=0.
Let ^a(t, x, S) denote the transition
probabilities
associated
with this
process, and put

e~xt%(t, x, S)dt.
/.

An argument

o00

similar to that used in §(b) of the Introduction

to obtain

(0.13)

and (0.14) leads to the following
Integral equation for no.

Ua(x, S; X) = ya(x, S; X) + ir'1 I

(4.2)

r,,(x, u; X)

J"{/

(zT-u)2U

^z'dv^n^v'S')C>]dz}du-

Here ya is defined in (1.5); the interval of integration
equally taken as closed provided one puts

(4.3)

is open,

but maybe

p(z, {a}) = p(z, {-«})-0.

In this section we show that there exists a minimal solution to (4.2) which
enjoys all properties required of Laplace transforms of transition probabilities. However, there may be additional admissible solutions of (4.2) and to
prove uniqueness we introduce the following
Condition
A. We say that condition A is satisfied if there exist numbers
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a<l

and 0<«<a

[July

such that

(4.4)

r(z)p(z,

Tf) < q < 1

where
(4.5)

Tt = (-a,

-a+

e)KJ (a - e, a).

We now prove
Theorem

4.1. Define the iterated kernels Kn inductively

K0(x, S; X) = x"1 {

ro(x, re; X) i f

J-a

-—-p(z,

W|z|>o(2

Kn+i(x, S; X) = I

K0(x, dv; \)Kn(v, S; X)

= I

Kn(x, dv; \)K0(v, S; X),

as follows:

S)dz\ du,

— U)2

)

(4.6)
" —a

Kn(x,

{a};\)

= Kn(x,

{ -a};

X) = 0.

Then
oo

(4.7)

na(x, S; X) = Ta(x, 5; X) + £

p a

I

7Cn(x, dv; \)ya(v, S; X)

n=0 " —a

is a minimal solution of the integral equation (4.2) in the following sense.
For each xCE this na is a completely additive function on the Borel sets S

of E, and
(4.8)

0 ^ Ua(x, 5;X) ^ X"1.

Every other non-negative

(4.9)

solution Ua' of (4.2) satisfies the inequality

na' ^ na.

If the condition A is satisfied, then (4.7) is the only solution of (4.2) which
is bounded in x and S for each fixed X>0. Furthermore, in this case the series
in (4.7) converges uniformly in x and S.
Finally, if condition A is satisfied and t(z) = 1 for each \z\ >a, then

(4.10)

no(x, E;\)

= \-\

Note. By definition

(4.11)

n„(x, (a};X) = na(x, {-a};X)

= 0.

That Ha actually defines transition probabilities
is an easy consequence of the
Hille-Yosida theory and will be shown in §5 (at least under a slight additional

condition).
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Proof. Let
If

(4.12)

r>a

UN,a(x,S; X) = ya(x, S; X) + £

I

K„(x, dv; \)ya(v, S; X).

n—0 J —a

Clearly, for each vdE and S

(4.13)
(4.14)

0 = Uir,a(v,S; X) =■IIy+i..^, S; X),
IW,0(x,

S; X) = ya(x, S; X) + I

7C0(x,dv; X)nJV.„(»,S; X).

To prove that (4.8) holds we first note that by (1.5) and (1.15)
0 =: UN,a(x, S; X) g TlN,a(x, E; X)

(4.15)

= X-1{1 - {.(*)} + X-1 £

I

Kn(x, dv; X) {1 - {.(d) }.

n—0 •» —a

Now, since 0^r(z)p(z,

S) =^1, we have

(4.16)

0 =: 7To(x,S; X) ^ £«(x) g 1

by (1.15) and (3.13). Therefore

(4.17)

£ f !,(«, dv;X){1 - {.(»)} ^ £ {7T„(x,£; X) - A?n+i(x,
£; X)}.
n—0 •* —a

Combining

(4.18)

n—0

the last three relations

we have

0^UN,a(x, S; \)^\-1{l~Ux)+Ko(x,

E; \)-KN+i(x,

E; X)} =X-J.

We conclude from (4.13) and (4.18) that for each fixed x and S the sequence ITiyria(x, S; X) converges; it follows from monotonic convergence that
the limit function (4.7) is a solution of (4.2) and satisfies (4.8). This proves
the first part of the theorem.
For any non-negative

solution

of (4.2) we have
If

Ua(x, S; X) = 7a(x, S; X) + £
(4.19)

a

+ j

obviously

pa

I

Kn(x, dv; \)ya(v, S; X)

n=°J-a

KN+i(x, dv; X)n„(», S; X).

J —a

The minimality assertion (4.9) is a direct consequence of this. Also, it follows
from (4.19) that no as defined by (4.7) is the unique bounded solution whenever

(4.20)
Suppose

lim KN(x, E; X) = 0 for each x.

N-"»

now that

condition

A is satisfied.

From

(4.6) and (4.16) we get
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(4.21) KN(x,E; X) ^ f
Choose e so that

KN^2(x,dw; \) i f

[July

K0(w,dv; X)f.(»)| ■

(4.4) holds, and put for this fixed e

(4.22)

r, =

sup

{.(*).

It follows from (3.12) that 0<77<1. Clearly

(4.23)

j

K0(w, dv; X)&0) g (1 - i»)JTo(w,7«; X) + r,K0(w,E; X).

J —a

From the first equation

in (4.6) we get using condition

(4.24)

K0(w,T.;\)£qUw)

A and (1.15)

= q,

and so by (4.23)

(4.25)

f

K0(w, dv; X)£.(t»)^ g(l - if) + ij = « < 1.

J -a

From (4.21) we see that
(4.26)
which

KN(x, E; X) ^ aKN-i(x, £; X)
proves

that

(4.20) holds and that

the series in (4.7) converges

uni-

formly.
Finally, if t(z) =1 for each \z\ >a, then the equality sign holds in (4.17)
and this together with (4.20) implies (4.10). This completes the proof.
We conclude this section by an example which shows that in the absence
of condition A the solution Ha of (4.7) need not be the only bounded solution of the
integral equation (4.2).
If this example is modified by defining 7(2) = 1 for \z\ Sga, then the new
solution shows that ei>ereif t(z)=1 for each \z\ >a the minimal solution Ua
does not necessarily satisfy (4.10). The probabilistic
implication of this is described in the Introduction.
Example. We first choose two sequences {e*} and {17*}of positive num-

bers for which
00

(4.27)

Eet

< co,

€4 0,

ij*|0.

*-o

Let
At>= {xC[ —a, a]/£a(x)>l

(4.28)

(
Ak=lxC[-a,

Each Ak contains

a]/x"'J

an interval

—e0},

/■*
r f+'*
dz 1
)
ro(x,re;X) J
———I du> 1- e*| .

[a —S, a] since, for each t?>0,
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(4.29)

lim L-1 f Ta(x,u;\)\ f '-^—

*->±a

i.

J-a

\-J

a

(Z — «)2J

\du\ = 1
)

by [3, Corollary 3.1]. It is also clear that Ak+idAkWe now choose r(z) and p(z, S) to satisfy the following conditions:

(4.30)

t(z) =■0,

z ^ —a,

t(z) = 1,

z^a,

p(z, Ak+X) = 1,

The sets Ak contract

a < z < a + i7*.

as k—>oo to the end points

+a, and so condition

A is

violated.
A bounded

solution

(4.31)

to the equation

F(x, S) = f F(v, S)K0(x,dv;X)
" —a

may be constructed

by successive

approximation

as follows: Put

(4.32)

7o(x, S) m 1,
ra
Fn+X(x,S) = I K0(x, dv; \)Fn(v, S).
•I —a

By (4.16)
(4.33)

0 =~Fx(x, S) = 1 = 70(x, S),

and by induction
(4.34)

0 = Fn+i(x, S) = 7n(x, S) = 1.

Thus

(4.35)

F(x,S) = limF„(x, S)
B—»QO

exists for each fixed x and S and satisfies

(4.31).

We have only to show that F(x, S) + 0. First,

(4.36)

""

^<

c

T„(x, u;\)

l\
l °

) ( c+a

min 7„_i(x, S)} { I
1*6^+1
) (7_a

(z - u)~2 I
p(z, dv)Fn-i(v, S)\ du
*^*+1
'

ra(x, «;X)

r ra+"
I
L7a

Therefore, for xdAk,

(4.37)
Now for xG^4o,

dz

n

-\du\
(z - w)2J

7n(x, S) = (1 - «*) min 7„_i(x, S).

)
J

.
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F„(x, S) ^ (1 - to) min Fn-i(x, S)
n-l

(4.38)

^
=

by repeated

application

11(1 - ft) min F0(x, S)
ii

(i -

of (4.37).

e*),

Hence,

for xG^4o,

oo

(4.39)

F(x, S) ^ JJ (1 ~ ft) > 0.

But -40 is a set of positive

measure,

and thus F is a nontrivial

bounded

solu-

tion of (4.31).
5. The associated semi-group. Let Ua(x, S; X) be the solution
integral equation (4.2). For fCC[—a,
a] put

(5.1)

Rxf(x) = f

(4.7) of the

Ua(x,dv;\)f(v),

x C E.

J —a

We introduce
defines a bounded

Condition
(5.2)

a condition on the function p which assures
linear transformation
from C[ —a, a] to itself.

B. For eachfCC[—a,

z-»+ a

Theorem
transformation

(5.1)

a]

essential limit r(2) I

exists.
The two main theorems

that

p(z, dv)f(v)

J —a

of this section

are:

5.1. Let IIa be defined by (4.7); under conditions A and B the
R\ defined by (5.1) is a bounded

linear

transformation

from

C[ —a, +a] to itself and
(5.3)

|]2c\|| :g X-1.

If t(z) = 1, then equality holds in (5.3). (See §4/ar definition of r.)
Theorem 5.2. Under conditions A and B, if F = R\ffor somefCC[—a,
and some X <0, then F is the unique solution in C[ —a, +a] of

t(z) j

(5.4)

\F(x) - QaF(x)- f
J \z\>a

p(z,dv)F(v)

-y-

=f(x)
(Z — X)Z

where p and t are defined in §4 area" n0 is the operator of Definition

1.3.

+a]
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Define
r(z) j

(5.5)

^F(x) = QaF(x)+ f

p(z,dv)F(v)

-y-dz

J \z\>a

(Z -

X)2

and let £)(A) denote the set of FdC[ —a, +a] for which the right side of
(5.5) is in C[ —a, +a]. Thus A defines a transformation
on C[ —a, +a] to
itself with domain 3D(.4). Theorem 5.2 shows that for each X>0, the range
of R\ coincides with £)(A). From the Hille-Yosida theorem and Theorems
5.1 and 5.2 we conclude that A is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group
{ Ut] from £>(^4) to itself, which is strongly

continuous

for / = 0. This semi-

group can be written in the form

(5.6)

Utf(x) = f

%(t, x, dv)f(v).

Since Ut is positivity preserving and || Ut\\ ^ 1 (again by the Hille-Yosida
theorem), we see that for each x, tya(t, x, S) defines a probability
measure on
the Borel subsets of [—a, +a]. The function $ gives the transition probabilities of the return process of §(c) in the Introduction.
The backward equation for the return process is thus given by

(5.7)

—Utf(x) = AU,f(x)
dt

and if/GSD(^4), then lim(,0 Utf(x) =/(x) uniformly in x.
We shall also show, under our conditions
a proper subspace of C[— a, +a]:

Theorem
the subspace

(5.8)

A and B, that £>(A) is actually

5.3. Under conditions A and B the range of R\ is contained in
of C[ —a, +a]

of functions

F satisfying

F( + a) = ess. limt(z) J
z—*±a

p(z, dv)F(v).

J E

The set defined by (5.8) is a closed linear manifold in C[—a, +a].
Clearly, under condition A, this manifold cannot coincide with Cx[—a, a].
We now proceed to prove the theorems of this section.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. From (4.7), we have for each/GC[— a, +a],

R^fix) = f

ro(x, u; \)f(u)du

(5.9)

+ H I
n—0 J —a

/(«) \ I
\ " —a

Fa(v,u; \)Kn(x, dv; X)Vdu,
I
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where the series on the right converges
first term of the series in (5.9),

So(x) = j

uniformly

K0(x, dv; X) < I

[July

in x. Let us consider

the

Ta(v, u;\)f(u)du>

(5.10)

= f

K0(x, dv; \)Fa(v).

J —a

Now Fa(v)CC[

—a, +a],

and it is easily seen by the definition

condition B that S0 is of the form (1.4) with/G
+a].

Letting

5„ represent

(5.11)

of K0 and

U[ —a, +a]. Hence SoCC[— a

the reth term of the series we have

Sn+i(x) = f

Ko(x,dv;\)Sn(v)

J —a

and it follows by induction that SnCC[— a, +a] for every re. Thus, since the
series £"=0 Sn(x) converges uniformly in x, we conclude that R\fCC[ —a,

+a}. Finally (5.3) follows from (4.8).
Proof of Theorem
F = R\f for some/GC[

5.2. It is now very simple to prove Theorem
—a, +a], then from (4.2) we have

5.2. If

F(x) = Fa(x)

+ x"1f

Ta(x,u;\){ f

J-a

\J

/ T(Z If
\z\>a(z

p(z,dv)F(v)]dz\du

— U)2\_J-a

with Fa given by (1.4). Since FCC[ —1, +l],

J

J

it follows from condition

B

that the function in braces in (5.12) is an element of U[ —a, +a]. Hence (5.4)
follows from Theorem 1.2. The uniqueness follows from (4.20).
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We showed in [3, Corollary 3.1 ], that if Fa is given

by (1.4) with fCU[-a,

+a], then

lim F(x) = (2a)-1 x lim f(x)(a2 - x2).
x—*±a

From this it is easily seen that
6. The adjoint semi-group.

x—*±a

(5.8) holds.
In this section

we shall consider

the trans-

formation

(6.1)

Rtp(S) = f

Ua(x, S; \)n(dx)

J —a

where p. is a measure on the opew interval (—a,
(4.7). We shall prove the following two theorems:

+a)

and no is defined

by

Theorem
6.1. Under conditions A and B, the transformation R* given by
(6.1) is a bounded linear transformation
from the space 3TCof totally finite
measures on the open interval (—a, +a) to itself, for each X>0, and
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(6.2)
Furthermore,

,

||j&||
i?*p is an absolutely

s

continuous

r+a

(6-3)-

* ? y.

J-a

R*Mdx)

measure for which
< oo

a2 — x2

and
Theorem

6.2. If M= R*n for some X>0 awd some pG9TC, then under con-

ditions A awd B we have for almost all intervals 7C( —a, +a),

(6.4)

\M(I) - A*M(I) = p(I)

where

(6.5)A*M(I)

= t~1

r

d
r" MidV)
C
C
- P. \
—1^. +
J17(d«)

JI

dx

J -a

y — X

J-a

J \z\>a

t(z)p(z, I)
/&.
(Z — u)2

These two theorems show that R* is the resolvent of a semi-group { U*}
from 3TIto itself, whose infinitesimal generator is of the form (6.5). Thus the
"forward equation" for our return processes can be written as

^-Utp.(I) = A*UtV,(I).
at

Proof of Theorem

6.1. Consider the function
oo

(6.6)

*» a

*(5) = I

Kn(x,S;\)p.(dx)

n=0 J —a

for a fixed measure p on (—a, +a). Here ^ is defined on Borel subsets S of
(—a, +a). From (4.26) we conclude that ^ is a non-negative,
totally finite
measure on ( —a, +a). Moreover,

(6.7) M(S)= Rlp.(S)= f *(dv)ya(v,S;\)+f p(dx)ya(x,
S; X).
By Lemma

11.1 in [2] it follows that M is an absolutely

continuous

measure.

To obtain (6.3) we note that

(6.8)

f

|

M(dx)

-r-l-l

7 _„ a2 — x2

ra
J _»

,

, r"

i*(dv)+v(dv)}l

7 _„

Ta(v,x;\)

' dx

(a2 — x2)

= {Ni + y}-*(2«)-»
by (1.15) and (3.13). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Using (6.7) and Lemma 11.1 in [2], we have
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J* Id

{— P-

/ \dx

for almost

all intervals

(6.10)

ra M(dy)\
J -a

7. To obtain

—LZ-\ dx = *(7) + "CO.
y — xj

(6.4), we shall show that

*(/) = f M(du)(f
J-a

[July

(V |.|>a

(Z — «)2

cfal.
J

Note that the integral on the right of (6.10) exists by (6.3). It is easily verified

that
*(dv)K0(v, I; X) + I
-a

ti(dv)Ka(v, 2; X).

J -a

On the other hand, letting
/r(z)p(z,

,,S) dz,

\z\>a

(Z -

U)2

we have
/a

V(dv)Ko(v,I;\)

r. (i

= I

-a

f. a

*(d») I

J —a

ya(v,du;\)L(u,I)

J -o

7(re,7) I
-a

= I

*(dv)y.(v,du;\)

J -a

L(u, I) <M(du) — I

ya(x, rfre;X)/i(a*x)>

by (6.7). This completes the proof.
7. Return processes leading to harmonic

functions. In this section we
deal with return processes of the type described in §(d) of the Introduction.
We first take up a return process which leads to the semi-group
(0.26).
For simplicity
we shall consider the process on ( —1, +1). In this case
r(2) = l and

p(z, S) = 1 z-

(7.1)

2nCS\

}zC
= 0 2 - 2re G S)

(2re - 1, 2re+ 1)

where S is a Borel subset of ( —1, 1). Note that condition A is not satisfied for
this choice of r and p. Using the periodicity of p, we may write the integral

equation

(4.2) as

IL;(x, S; X) = y^x, S; X)

+ x-1 j

Ti(x,u;\)l

f

iIi(z,S;X)R(z,u)dzldu,
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where

(7.3)

._

R(z, u) = D-

1

w2r

= -

ns*o (z — 2n — u)2

sin-

4 L

ir
2

It is easily seen from (3.3) and (3.4) that

£

(z - «)

T"2

- (z - u)'2.

J

a solution

of (7.2) is given by

T(x, y + 2k;\)

S fc=-00

for X>0. However, since condition A is violated we cannot use the argument
of Theorem 4.1 to conclude that (7.4) is the only admissible solution. The
next theorem establishes this uniqueness (up to sets of measure zero in x).

Theorem 7.1. For each X>0, the function Hx defined by (7.4) is the only
solution of (7.2) for which 0=ITi(x, S; \)^M<
oo with M independent of x
and S.
Proof. Define a linear transformation

(7.5)

7cp(x) = x-1 I

T by

Tx(x, «;X)<

|

(p(z)R(z, u)dzi du.

li there existed two bounded solutions to (7.2), then their difference
for each fixed S, a bounded solution of

(7.6)

would be,

T<p(x) = (p(x).

We may assume <p(x) | ^ 1; since T is a positivity preserving transformation
|cp(x)| =| 7ncp(x)| STnl, where 1 denotes the function identically equal to 1
in [ —1, +l]. To show that (7.6) implies <p(x)=0, it is therefore sufficient to
show that 7"1—>0 as n—->oofor each xG( —1, +1)- Now

(7.7)

0 =" 71 = & ^ 1

where £i is defined by (1.15). Hence,
(7.8)

0 = rn+1i g T»l g 1,

We conclude from this that
Moreover,

(7.9)

7"l(x)

converges

*(*) = t-1 f Ti(x, u; X)j f

to a limit function

n = 1.
\pSO.

f(z)R(z, u)dz\ du.

Using (1.15), we have

(7.10)

2J ^(x)(l - x2)-Hx= f £,(«)| f il(z)R(z,u)dz\du.
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[July

But

(7.11)

f

R(x, u) du = 2(1 - x2)-1,

and (7.10) becomes

(7.12) J <K*){f R(x,u)du\dx = f Si(u)< f t(z)R(z,u)dz\du,
and thus

(7.13)

0=J

+(i) | j

R(z,u) [1 - &(«)]du\ dz.

But the function in braces is a positive function
almost everywhere.

Theorem

and \p(z) ^0. Hence, \f/(z) =0

7.2. If, for some X>0 and somefCC[ —l, +l],

(7.14)

F(x)= f

^(x, dy;\)f(y),

where Hi is given by (7.4), then

(7.15)

\F(x)-P.

1

r1

x

F'(t) cot — (t - x)dt = f(x)
J _i
2

2

almost everywhere on [ —1, +l].

Proof. By (7.2), F satisfies

F(x) = I

Ti(x, re; \)f(u)du

(7.16)
+ x"1 f
and therefore

(7.17)

Ti(x, u;\)i

j

F(z)R(z, u)dz\ du,

is of the form (1.4) for some/G?7[

—a, +a].

By Theorem

XF(x) - OiF(x) = f(x) + f

R(z, u)F(u)du.

1.2,

By [3, Theorem 4.2], we can simplify this expression if F is absolutely
continuous on ( —1, +1). That this is so can be easily verified; let/ have the
Fourier expansion
00

(7.18)

f(x) ~ 21 ak cos kirx + bk sin kirx
n-0
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then
00

(7.19)

F(x) = ^

(X + wir)_1{a„ cos kirx + bk sin kirx],

the series converging uniformly. From (7.19) we see that F is absolutely continuous on ( —1, +1). Hence [3, Theorem 4.2] we can rewrite (7.17) in the form

F(x) - t^P.

(7.20)

f1 F'(t)
|
—— dt

7_i

I —x

=/W+X-/W) ffitoji* ~u)J2- iz- «>-}*
-F(l)(l

- x)-1 - F(-l)(l

= f(x) + ir-1 f

+ x)-1

F'(z) i— cot — (z - u) - (z - m)-1! dz

which, upon rearrangement
gives (7.15).
It follows from (7.18) and (7.19) that
process has the representation

the semi-group

associated

with this

00

(7.21)

Ttf = ^

The infinitesimal

e_n"{a„

generator is
i

(7.22)

cos nirx + bn sin W7rx}.

r1

*

QF = — P. I F'(t) cot—(t - x)dt,
2
7_i
2

where the domain of fl consists of those F which are absolutely continuous on
[ —1, l], and for which the right side of (7.22) is equivalent to an element of

C[-l,

+1].

A return

process similar to the one described

above is obtained

by choosing

t(z) =1 and

(7.23)

p(z, S) = 1

= 0

In this case the resolvent

(-l)n(z

- 2n) dS)

(-l)"(z-2w)GS)

}zd

(2n-

1, 2n + 1).

kernel satisfies,

IL(x, S; X) = 7i(x, S; X)

(7.24)
+ tt-1 j
7-i

Now

Ti(x, u;\)du

f
7 _i

Ui(z, S; X) | £
(n^0

[(-l)nz

- u + 2n]~2\ dz.
)
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(7.25,

[(-1)"2

-

-u

+ 2n]~2 = —

isin — (z - u)\

,sLt

{

+

4

'

T

) "'I — (z — re)-2

<cos— (z + u)>

and if F is defined by (7.14) we obtain as before

(7.26) \F(x)-P.

f F'(t) Lot— (t - x) + tan— (t + x)\ dt =/.

4

The semi-group

J_i

(

4

on C[ — 1, +l]

(7.27)

4

associated

;

with this process is

A

wx

n=0

2

7,/(x) = X) e-""72 <*»cos — (x - 1)

where/has

the formal expansion

(7.27) with 2 = 0. The infinitesimal

generator

is given by

(7.28)

1

f1

4

J_i

OF = — P. I

(

x

x

)

(.

4

4

J

F'(r) ^cot— (t - x) + tan— (/ + x)\ dt,

the domain of Q,consisting of those FC C [ —1, +1 ] which are absolutely continuous on ( —1, +1) and for which the right side of (7.28) is equal almost
everywhere to an element of C[ —1, +l].
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